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Clara B. Colby 

 
 
 
 
 

Thesis: Clara B. Colby used 
the written and spoken 

word to break the barriers 
of inequality and advance 

Women’s Rights. 
 



Following the Lead  

of Strong Women 
 

Until she was eight, Clara was raised in 
a middle class family in England during 
the Victorian area. She had strong role 
models: her independent grandmother, 

Florence Nightingale, and Queen 
Victoria. She believed a woman could 

defeat any barrier. 
 

Rejoining her poverty-stricken 
parents on a Wisconsin 

homestead gave her a different 
view of life. 

 
 
 



“Clara traveled by train and carriage to Wisconsin. She was 
overjoyed to see her parents after so many years, but 
unprepared for the difficulties awaiting her. She spent the 
next few months working beside her mother. They were 
inseparable, talking and laughing, often going off together 
to read poems aloud and giggle over mother-daughter 
secrets and dreams.” Renee Flood, Lost Bird of Wounded Knee. 

 
 

“On a summer morning in 1855, Clara’s mother went into 
labor with her 8th child. She bled to death the next 
morning. Clara was devastated. Her father wanted her to 
stay in Wisconsin and help with the heavy workload and 
help with the seven siblings. Clara’s grandmother 
demanded that she be allowed to go to college. At age 21 
she entered the University of Wisconsin in Madison.” Renee 
Flood, Lost Bird of Wounded Knee. 

 
The Academician 

 
 



She mastered classes 
normally reserved for men and 
demanded that she be allowed 

to graduate with them. Her 
1869 valedictorian address 

focused on the future. 
 

Dear companions of by-gone days. 
...A broader and nobler life lies before us. 

Let us hasten to make it our own. Solemn 
responsibilities await us, let us not evade them. 
...And what you do, do quickly. Work today - your 
fellow creatures are everywhere dying around 
you. Their souls are starving for bread of life. 
....Face sternly against wrong in every shape; in 
devoting yourself to the service of others. ...we 
ought to have constantly before us the thought 
that we are not living for the moment merely, 
but that everything we do is done for eternity.   
Valedictorian Address: University of Wisconsin 

 

 
 
 



Hired as a University of Wisconsin  
teacher, Clara requested the same wage as 

the men. Request denied—she resigned. 
She was determined to step into the future 

on an equal basis with a man.  
 

 

“She simply devoured her studies and her 
mastery of each subject presented to her mind, 
languages, mathematics philosophy was the 
admiration and wonder of her fellow students. 

…In all the valiant struggle of those days to 
secure for girls in the University opportunities 
and privileges equal to those that the men 
enjoyed, Clara was a dauntless leader. The 
suggestion of injustice of lack of fairness was to 
her a bugle call to action.” 

Letter from Ellen Sabin, president of Milwaukee-Downer 
College. Published in Democratic Ideals.  

 
 
 



Power of the 
Pen 

 
Finding Her Voice in 

Nebraska 

 
Clara married lawyer, Leonard Colby. The 

couple moved to Beatrice, Nebraska.  
                              

 

 

 

 

 



 

October 11, 1871 

Dear Grandfather and Grandmother, 
I arrived here safe and sound 

...Beatrice is lovely and the ride to it for the 
past 30 miles is through the Blue River 
Valley and perfectly charming. I never 
supposed that it was half such a fine 
country as I find it…. I must try to find out 
something bad about it so you won’t think I 
am exaggerating. 

I will write you a long letter on 
Sunday...This is only to let you know  
I have arrived safe. 
Goodby Dear Ones for the present. 
    Love to All. Your very loving girl. 
Clara B Colby. 
Letter: University of Wisconsin 

 

 

Clara, believing in the power of 
the written word, helped establish 

a public library and edited the 
Beatrice Journal. 

 



The Battle for 
Nebraska Suffrage 

 
Interested in women’s suffrage, Clara 

invited Susan B. Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Nebraska 

to lecture on the women’s right to 
vote. In 1879, Stanton brought the 

battle to Nebraska. 
 

In 1881, Clara became 
Nebraska’s State Suffrage 

Association’s first vice-president. 
Her efforts drew both 

criticism and compliments.  
 
 
 

 



“It is not our province to abuse 
women lecturers, or women’s ‘righters’ but 
it is our private opinion, publicly expressed, 
that when a wife and mother leaves her 
home, her husband and her children to 
travel over the country lecturing on 
women’s rights or any other subject, she 
has departed from that sphere for which 
God and nature designed her, and has left 
vacant the place that no other can fill-the 
home.” Negative comment about Clara Colby’s 
speaking circuit. Lincoln Star Journal-1882 

 

“The oration was one of the finest that it 
has ever been the good fortune of the 
Hebron public to hear ....The natural ability 
of Mrs. Colby, combined with her ease, 
grace and happy address made her a great 
favourite. We may truly say it was a brilliant 
success.” Positive comment about Clara Colby’s 
speaking circuit. Inter Ocean-1882 

The National Suffrage Association spent 
$5,000 to advance the suffrage amendment, 

but it was defeated by a statewide vote.  

Colby spoke before the Nebraska State 
Senate asking for a Senate Amendment 

supporting suffrage. The motion failed 18-7. 



 
The Woman’s Tribune 

 
 

   Stanton, proclaiming Colby the 
“best writer in the women’s 

movement,” helped her establish The 
Woman’s Tribune. 

 
 
 

First published in 1883, the Tribune 
was the official voice of the Women’s 

Suffrage Movement for 26 years 
and reached a circulation of 12,500. 

Colby was one of the first female 
editor/owners in the United States. 
She also became America’s first 

woman war correspondent in 1898. 
In 1888, it had a circulation of 12,500.  

 

 
 



Dear Mrs. Colby 
    A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to 
you and the readers of the  Tribune. The best 
wishes of the season for the success of the 
journal, in its new satin dress, good clear type, 
and its promise of weekly ministries.  
…I have just read it through, every word from the 
beginning to end, and have thoroughly enjoyed 
its courageous tone, its radical thought and its 
evident determination to go to the root of the 
evils that block woman’s path to freedom. 
Sincerely yours, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

Letter from Elizabeth Cady Stanton to 
Clara Colby expressing her approval of 

The Woman’s Tribune. 
Letter : University of Wisconsin 

 
 

She is War Correspondent 
Mrs. Colby Will Accompany Her 
 Husband to the Field of Battle. 

“Mrs. Clara Bewick Colby, the first woman in the 
United States to receive a war correspondent’s 
pass, is founder, editor and proprietor of The 
Woman’s Tribune.… Mrs. Colby has achieved 
distinction not only as an editor, but as a lecturer 
on civics, literature and woman suffrage....” 
           Kansas City Journal, July 10, 1898 

 



 

Conquering 
One Barrier at a 

Time 
 

 

Unexpected Barriers 
 

 
 
 

The Colby’s adopted an Orphan 
Train child. In 1890, Leonard 
surprised Clara by adopting a 
“Lakota waif.” Clara balanced 

motherhood, the newspaper, and 
her role as a top U.S. suffragist. 

 
 



The Indian Baby 

It seems it is not Mrs. Allison Nailor who has the Indian 
baby, but Mrs. Clara Bewick Colby, the editor of The Woman’s 
Tribune, who is in Washington for the winter. Her husband, 
General L. W. Colby, who in charge of the Nebraska State militia 
has been engaged at the scene of the late Indian hostilities, has 
now returned, and writes Mrs. Colby that he has taken to their 
home in Beatrice, Neb., an orphan Indian girl, nine months old, 
who was found on the battlefield of Wounded Knee Creek four 
days after the battle. Her toes and the top of her are a little 
frostbitten, but nothing serious. The battle was on Monday and 
the baby was found on Thursday, with two others, who were 
then alive but have since died. General Colby writes: ‘She is my 
relic of the Sioux War of 1891 and the massacre of Wounded 
Knee, where Big Foot and his braves were slaughtered.’ The 
baby has attained newspaper notoriety as Margaret Elizabeth, 
but is named Leonarda after its adopted father, and is now 
cared for by Mrs. Colby’s sister, Dr. Mary B. White, until Mrs. 
Colby’s return. -  The Republic, Washington D.C.—1891 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“…. Leonard and Clara went to the depot to visit 
the Orphan Train when it came to Beatrice. One 

little boy was left on the platform…no one 
seemed to want him. The Colbys took him home. 
They named him Clarence…. Mentally, he never 
grew beyond the age of about 10 or 12…. The 

children often traveled with Clara…She and 
Zintkala were very close. “Renee Flood—The Lost 

Bird of Wounded Knee 
  

 

“...Above all things, do not take a child with you …. Children are 
considered a nuisance …. leave her at home...” Susan B Anthony--
Letter to Clara Colby warning her she could not be an suffragist and mother. 1891 

 
 

Divorce and Poverty 
 

The last years of Colby’s life 
were filled with barriers that she  

couldn’t “write away.” 
 

 



“.......It finally came out…. Leonard’s affair and illegitimate child 
with the couple’s nanny and Clara’s friend, Maud, his probable 
rape of Zintkala…. Clara was devastated. She was left penniless 
and homeless in the divorce. She lived hand to mouth on 
speaker fees, by selling articles and by borrowing from friends 
and relatives...Ironically, Leonard eventually married Maud, 
“found religion,” and became wealthy.” Renee Flood---The Lost Bird of 
Wounded Knee 

 

Women had no divorce property rights. 
Clara struggled financially. She was forced 

to close The Woman’s Tribune. 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

Clara Colby ignored her personal problems 
and continued to fight for women’s rights in 
England and the United States. In the last 

weeks of her life, she completed 13 
lectures in 15 days and wrote 10 articles. 

She wrote letters to her children reminding 
them she loved them. She still believed the 

written word could conquer any barrier. 



 
 

Clara Colby died in 1916, 
four years before women 
received the right to vote. 
Her legacy was recorded 
in the Democratic Ideals. 

 
 

Clara Colby’s legacy was recorded 
 in the Democratic Ideals:  

A Memorial Sketch of Clara B. Colby 

“THE title of this book, Democratic Ideals, gives the key to Mrs. Colby's life 
and work. She sought liberty for the individual, she desired democracy for 
the state…. But it was not for the individual alone that she desired liberty. 
Her ideal for the whole people was democracy...The life of Clara Bewick 
Colby illustrates in a most emphatic way the power that may be attained 
by the possession of a lofty idea with earnest determination, and 
persevering industry...she became a well-known and honored advocate of 
Women's Suffrage, a staunch friend of Susan B Anthony and Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, a writer of marked ability, and always a faithful worker in 
whatever engaged.” Democratic Ideals-1916.  Olympia Brown--President of the Federal 
Suffrage Association. University of Wisconsin  
 

 



“Her story is one of great achievement, with some 
awfully difficult challenges that she had to endure, ...She 

wasn’t the founder of the movement, and she wasn’t 
there at the finish, but she was one of the major 

influencers.” Democratic Ideals-1916. University of Wisconsin 

 

"No woman was ever more loyal to the cause of 
Women's Suffrage and none ever made greater 

sacrifices for it." 
Suffrage Historian: Ida Husted Harper, Clara Colby eulogy. 
 
 
 
“The last time I ever saw Mrs. Colby. was at night in 

the splendid Court of Abundance, lighted only by 
blazing torches. Mrs. Colby gave an incredible 

recitative for a long series of tableaux supporting 
women’s suffrage. She stood on the pedestal of a 
tower column, the soft wind blowing her summer 
dress and long flowing cape into graceful folds, 

making her seem like a piece of statuary 
harmonizing with the beautiful architecture. The 

memory typifies her own lofty and noble character.” 
Ida Husted Harper, delegate to the Federal Suffrage Association 

Day.  



 



 

Clara B. Colby 
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I chose Clara Colby because she was a very important woman in the fight for 
women’s suffrage. Before I began researching, I narrowed my subject down to two 
women: Colby and Grace Abbott. I selected Clara Colby because she was the first 
women editor in Nebraska and was recognized for her writing ability by leaders in the 
suffrage movement. 

I searched for newspapers and books on Colby. I read books on Lost Bird, her 
adopted daughter, the Orphan Trains, women’s rights, and the history of Nebraska to 
learn about the events in Clara’s life and to put her life in time and space. I analyzed 
pictures and how they could be arranged with my titles. I chose a wooden frame-like 
board, then covered the center pieces with linen cloth to make an exhibit that I thought 
looked like the walls of Colby’s office. Then I stained my frame to make it shine. I 
printed my script many times, then laid all my pieces on my middle side, first 
rearranging them until I liked how it looked. I laid down my left and right side deciding 
where to put the subtitles to make it the most effective. I backed my quotes with brown 
and black to make them stand out compared to my words in single-backed brown.  

Before I started building my project, I couldn’t decide between an exhibit and a 
website. Both forms would be an efficient way to create my project. A website would 
allow more words and description, but I decided to do an exhibit because that made me 
understand how to choose and develop key ideas. I wanted to establish time and place 
to determine what drove her to fight so hard for women’s rights. I found that she had 
been influenced by many strong women. After districts all the changes in my exhibit 
were done at home. I reworded paragraphs so that it focused on her suffragist battle 
and barriers along the way and organized the board to show the barriers on her journey.   

On my table display I placed artifacts that are like what Clara Colby would have 
had on her desktop. First, a picture of Zintka Lanuni and Leonard W. Colby. Also, an 
original newspaper of Clara Colby’s. This was printed in Washington D.C. in April of 
1895. There is a notebook on her desk in which she could record her schedule. I added 
a tea cup and a typewriter like the one Clara would have been using. 

Clara fits the theme because she showed other women that greater things are 
possible even while their rights are limited. Clara created her own barriers to battle 
when she started a newspaper and stepped up to be the first woman editor in 
Nebraska. But that newspaper also continually shattered barriers. She never quit 
climbing over barriers even when things went wrong. Though she died before they got 
the right to vote, she led women towards more rights.  

 
 

 

 
 



Annotated Bibliography  
 

Primary:  
 
Books: 
 
Abbott, Grace. “The Child and The State.” 1938.  

This book was an original copy of Grace Abbott’s books. As I was looking 
through this book I found that she wrote about child care programs before the 
1900s and adoption laws in this book. 
  

Bear, Luther Standing. My People the Sioux. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska  
Press. 1975 
I read about how the kids were close, “We called all ‘brothers and sisters.’ The 
term ‘cousin’ was not used.” This book talked about his childhood growing up in 
the tribe. I used this book to get more information about the Lakota Sioux so I 
could understand more about Zintkala’s people.  
 

Brown, Olympia. “Democratic Ideals: A Memorial Sketch of Clara B. Colby.” 1917.  
The book was all about Clara’s early life, The Woman’s Tribune, and the suffrage 
movements. This book was a very useful source. It recorded Clara’s work and 
stories and described what other people in that time thought of Clara’s work. It 
described Clara’s early life thoroughly and is very detailed when talking about her 
newspaper. 
 

Stewart, Elinore Pruitt. Letters of a Woman Homesteader. 1961.  
This book was written by a Nebraska woman who lived on a homestead. I 
wanted to know more about the women who homesteaded in Nebraska. 
Clara was not a homesteader but she was very proud of being one of the early 
Caucasian American settlers.  

 
Correspondence: 
 
“Clara Colby to Maud.” Postcard. December 22, 1912.  

Clara was writing to Maud telling her what was going on in Washington D.C. It 
shows how close Clara and Maud were. Maud and Leonard cheated on Clara 
and Maud had a son. She betrayed her friend. 
 



“Clara Bewick Colby Requesting Support for Suffrage.” Postcard. 1912. 
This postcard is soliciting support of women’s suffrage. In the postcard she tells 
about previous conventions and her home in Portland, Oregon. 
  

“Club Notes: The Week’s Review.” Notes.  
The notes showed Clara’s involvement in the suffrage movement because it 
states she is the corresponding secretary. 
  

General Suffrage Association. Letter. April 17, 1914.  
This was a letter to Mr. Blackwell from Clara Colby with the General Suffrage 
Association heading on the top. It stated Clara Bewick Colby as the 
Corresponding Secretary and she was in Portland Oregon at this time.  
 

“The Indian Baby.” The Republic, Letter, 1891.  
“The Indian Baby explains how Leonard acquired this Indian baby. The passage 
also states how she was found; frostbitten toes, strapped to her dead mothers’ 
back at 9 months old.  

 
“Letter to Clara’s children Clarence and Zintkala. Several different dates.  

Clara wrote many letters to her children over the years discussing their lives and 
telling her the positive aspects of hers. She wrote her last letter to her children in 
the last two weeks of her life. 

 
“Letter from Clara to Richard Henry Pratt.” Letter. October 17, 1902.  

Clara wrote back to Pratt thanking him for such good advice. “I took occasion to 
draw a parallel line between the babies, both found, adopted and educated by 
people of other race, and both as they grew older feeling the drawings to their 
own people.” I thought this was a very strong quote from Clara, understanding 
that she wants to understand Zintkala’s world and why it is hard for her to adjust.  
 

“Letter from Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Clara Colby expressing her approval of The  
Woman’s Tribune.” Letter.  
This letter was found at the University of Wisconsin-Madison website. I used this 
on my exhibit.  
 

“Letter to her Grandparents.” Letter, October 11, 1871. 
Clara writes to her grandparents about Beatrice and the 
beauty of the rivers. 

 
 
 
 



“Letter from Pratt to Clara Colby.” Letter. October 15, 1902. 
The letter provided support for the Colby’s with their “Indian” daughter. He said 
that “plenty of white girls and plenty of colored girls behave in exactly the same 
way.”  

 
“Letter from Susan B Anthony to Clara Colby warning her she could not be a suffragist  

and mother.” Letter, 1891. 
The letter Stanton sent was pressuring Clara to choose one: being a mother or a 
suffragist. Stanton thought that being a mother to two children would distract her 
from Clara’s important role as a suffragist.  

 
Interviews: 
 
Lindeman, Millie. Taped interview with Joy Buckley, 1976. Available at Hourt History 

 Day Library, Crawford, NE.  
Millie Lindeman and her sister were newspaper women in Crawford, Nebraska 
for over 50 years. They were some of the few women editors in the nation at the 
time.  I listened to the interview and learned the problems that women would 
encounter.  In the interview Millie described the newspaper process. Millie 
described her job and how she was familiar with the newspaper business as a 
young child.  
 

Periodicals:  
 

Chariton Courier. Newspaper. March 27, 1914.  
The newspaper described Clara challenging Stanton because Stanton tried to 
rewrite the Bible without mentioning men at all. 
 

“Clara Colby to Speak in Kansas.” Kansas Agitator. Newspaper. June 28, 1894. 
The article said Clara would be speaking in Kansas throughout the next month. I 
learned her schedule was very busy throughout the year with speaking 
engagements.  

 
“Equality Before the Law.” The Woman’s Tribune. Newspaper. March 1885. 

The newspaper was printed in Beatrice, Nebraska two years after she started 
The Woman’s Tribune.  
 

Good Literature. Magazine. March, 1910.  
I looked through this old magazine to understand time and place. I noticed that 
the magazines today contain much of the same things as they do today.  
 



The Ladies Home Journal. Magazines. April, 1908.  
This gave me more of an understanding of the time. I found pictures of the 
clothing that the women in this time would have worn. 

 
The People’s Home Journal. Magazine. May, 1911.  

This was an original magazine that was published in Clara’s lifetime. I looked 
through it to understand the problems people were facing during that time.  
 

The People’s Home Journal. September, 1917.        
Even after her death the women’s suffrage continued. I read an article on women 
as the men were away at World War I.  
 

The People’s Popular Monthly. Magazine. December, 1917.  
Even though Clara died before this was printed, I read through it to see how the 
women’s suffrage has improved women’s rights.  

 
“Speed The Women: In their Effort to Make Improvements in the Bible.” The Advocate.  

Newspaper. May 15, 1895.  
This newspaper was making fun of Mrs. Stanton and her co-laborers “or 
apostles.” 
 

The Woman’s Tribune. Newspaper. April, 1895. 
This is one of the original newspapers produced by Clara Colby. She published 
her newspaper in both Beatrice and Washington, DC. This issue was published 
in Washington DC. 

 
The Woman’s Tribune. Newspaper. Several Photocopied issues between 1890-1896. 
 We were lucky to find these copies at the Wisconsin University website. 
 
 
Photographs: 
 
Photographs: University of Wisconsin, Library of Congress, Getty Images, Wisconsin  

Historical Society, Thomas Bewick, Beatrice Library, Matthew Brady, Nebraska 
Historical Society, Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Magazine,  
 

 
 
 



Secondary:  
Books: 
 
Abbott, Grace. John Sorensen. Judith Sealander. The Grace Abbott Reader. Lincoln,  

Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 2008. 
This book has letters that Grace Abbott wrote and published. It has letters to and 
from people involved with Grace and Edith Abbott.   

 
Bristow, David L. “Susan B. Anthony and the Abbott Sisters.” Votes for Women: The  

19th Amendment in Nebraska. Lincoln, Nebraska: Nebraska History Magazine, 
2019. 
This article described the work the Abbott sisters did for women’s rights. The 
article tells about their lives and what they did to have women’s rights. 
 

Capps, Benjamin. The Indians: The Old West. New York: Time-Life Books, 1975. 
I really liked looking at the tools and the sign languages that the Indians used. 
There were many resources and pictures of the Native Americans. 
   

Costin, Lela B. Two Sisters for Social Justice: A Biography of Grace and Edith Abbott.  
University of Illinois Press, 1983.   
This book on Grace and Edith Abbott talks about western heritage and justice. 
The two sisters fought for child welfare and rights for immigrants as described in 
this book.  

 
Davis, William C. The American Frontier: Pioneers, Settlers and Cowboys 1800-1899.  

London, England: Salamander Books Ltd, 1992.    
 This book was on settling the west and the opportunities opening the west 
to “white” settlers provided.   
 

Flood, Renee S. Lost Bird of Wounded Knee: Spirit of the Lakota. New York: Da Capo  
Press, 1995.  
This book was all about Lost Bird and her life because of the massacre. It talks 
about how they adopted Lost Bird and the trouble they went through to support 
the little girl. Information on Leonard and Clara’s relationship was described in 
the book. Quotes and letters between Clara and her husband were provided in 
the text. This was probably my most important source, because Renee Flood 
researched the life of Clara Colby and Zintkala for nearly ten years. 
 

Force, Roland. Maryanne Force. The American Indians. New York: Chelsea  
House Publishers, 1991.  



I read about the first Americans and ancient Indians. I learned about the Indians 
in the Plains and tribes in the area.   

 
Holliday, John. Clara Colby: The International Suffragist. Queensland Australia: Tallai  

Books, 2019. 
The book was very useful to understand the stages in Colby’s life. Clara Colby 
(the book) was one of my most useful source on Colby. I read this book and took 
notes and then reread chapters to make sure I understood it correctly and  

 
Jensen, Richard E. Eyewitness at Wounded Knee. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of  

Nebraska Press, 1991.  
I found primary information on the battle at Wounded Knee. It has pictures of the 
soldiers and Lakota involved in the incident. The book has pictures of the death 
and destruction resulting in the incident. I wanted to understand more about the 
Wounded Knee massacre because it greatly impacted Clara’s life. 
 

Krensky, Stephen. Children of the Earth and Sky: Five Stories About Native American  
Children. New York: Scholastic Inc., 1991.  
This book helped me understand Native American culture and traditions.  

 
O’connor, Stephen. Orphan Train: The Story of Charles Loring Brace and the Children  

He Saved and Failed. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001. 
The book helped me understand Clara’s adopted son and what he went through 
as an Orphan Train child. Clara felt bad for the orphan sitting alone with no one 
to love him so she decided to adopt the little boy, Clarence. She loved him 
throughout her lifetime. 

 
Osinski, Alice. The Sioux. Library of Congress, 1984.  

I expanded my knowledge on the Lakota Sioux’s history. I found many pictures to 
describe the clothing and hunting styles. I felt I needed to understand Zintkala’s 
people. 
 

Scott, John A. The Story of America. Washington: The National Geographic Society,  
1984.  
This book has the history of America and many pictures of events throughout 
history. This book helped me understand the obstacles that stood before and 
during Clara’s lifetime. It also gave me a sense of the time period that Clara lived 
in. 
 

 



Suggs, Welch. A Place on the Team. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2005.  
This book talked about women sports and sexual discrimination in sports. The 
book gives details over the thirty-year battle for equal rights on the playing field. It 
tells the history of the law’s evolution as well. It helped me better understand the 
fight for women’s rights and how long it took to get women’s rights.  
 

Tunis, Edwin. Frontier Living. Guilford, Connecticut: Morris Book Publishing, 2000. 
This book described living on the Frontier with pictures, maps, and letters. The 
book showed many tools and the technology that the pioneers would have used.  

 
Wheeler, Keith. The Townsmen: The Old West. New York: Time-Life Books, 1975. 

In this book I found old blueprints of important buildings to a town in Kansas. I  
learned the old tools that every town contained and what they were used for.  
 

Periodicals: 
 
“Women in Revolt,” Newsweek. March 23, 1970.  

This magazine had pictures of women’s marches and has articles on how women 
felt. Women were saying that “sexism divides people” and that “women are 
exploited.”   
 

Photographs:  
 
Various photographs from the University of Wisconsin, Wisconsin Historical Society, 

Nebraska Historical Society, The Library of Congress, and the Beatrice, 
Nebraska library. 
I found photographs and letters from both the University of Wisconsin and the 
Wisconsin Historical Society. I also found some information at the Beatrice, 
Nebraska library that Colby founded.   
 

Websites: 
 
Burgoyne, Mindi. “Lost Bird.” The Travel Hag,  December 31, 2015.  

https://travelhag.com/lost-bird-the-sad-story-of-a-baby-taken-from-wounded-
knee/ (accessed January 28, 2020.) 
The information on this site gave me an understanding of what Colby died from. 
It also gave how many people the Great Influence affected.  

 
 
 

https://travelhag.com/author/mindieb/
https://travelhag.com/lost-bird-the-sad-story-of-a-baby-taken-from-wounded-knee/
https://travelhag.com/lost-bird-the-sad-story-of-a-baby-taken-from-wounded-knee/


“Clara Bewick Colby.” Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, 2019. 
https://brbl-
dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Search/Results?lookfor=clara+colby&type=AllFields&su
bmit=Find&limit=16&sort=relevance (accessed January 23, 2020.)  
The site gave dates of specific jobs Clara Colby occupied. It provided several 
titles Colby acquired and held throughout her lifetime. It describes her as a writer, 
interpreter of Walt Whitman, newspaper publisher, suffragist, and a lecturer.  

 
 “Clara Bewick Colby.” Nebraska Authors.               

https://nebraskaauthors.org/authors/clara-bewick-colby (accessed January 10,  
2020.) 
This site gave me much information on her education, occupation, and honors. 
This website stated all the places Colby worked and the places she lived. This 
information gave me the background and education of Clara Colby.  

 
“Clara Bewick Colby.” South Dakota Public Broadcasting.  

https://www.sdpb.org/learn/nativeamerican/lost-bird-of-wounded-knee/clara-
colby/ (accessed January 22, 2020.) 
The site described how Clara Colby tried her hardest to raise her daughter to be 
an independent-minded white woman, but Lost Bird ended up being an unruly 
and unhappy woman who couldn’t fit into either white or Lakota culture. 

 

“Clarence Chilton Colby.” Find a Grave, March 19, 2012.  
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